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ABSTRACT  Within the framework of  phenomenological approach  a set  of  mutli-axial  creep  damage

constitutivc  equatiens  for O,5CrO.5MoO.25V ferretic steel at 5900C is developed in which  a  new

formulation was  employed.  The deficiency ofprevious  formulation and  the neecl  for improvement became
apparent  after  a  critical review  of  the devc]opment of  creep  damage constitutive  equatiens  for 316 stainless

steel [1]. The need  for improvement was  further underpinned  by a ca]1 for modification  ef  constitutive

equations,  Recently, a specific  formulation was  preposed  and  validated  [2-4]. This paper reports  the latest
developrnent cenducted  by this author  in the  deve]opment ef  multi-axial  creep  constitutive  equations  for
O,5CrO,5MoO.25V  ferretic steel  at 5900C  inctucling/ 1) the  fundamental requirement;  2) formulation; 3)
validation;  and  4) conclusion.  It systematically  shows  the  suitability  ofthis  new  set ofconstitutive  equation

and  incapability of  previous one.  Furthermere, it contributes  knowledge to the methodology.
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                    1 INTRODUCTION
Creep damage phenomena  in material  and  structural  members  are

one  ef  the serious  problems  in eur  modern  life and  have  been
wide]y  stud{ed  [5-48]. Creep continuum  damage  mechanics,

originally  proposed by  Kachanov  in 1958, has been deve[oped

with  the objective  of  dealing with  it engineering  design. Jt is
evident  that significant  progresses have been made  in various

aspects  including theory  (such as phenomenologica]  approach,

unifiecl  irreversible thermodynamic  formuiation [7,31], anisotropic

darnage theory [28-29]), applications  [11-26], experjmental

observation  and  verification  [34-37] and  experimental

methodology  [38], and  even  optimisation.  Creep centinuurn

damage mechanics,  as  we]I  as  the damage mechanics  as a whole,

is cleveloping rapidly  with  large number  ofpublications  produced.
However, it is consciousiy  important, if not  more,  to distil

inforrnation and  te assess  and  refine  both the generic methodolegy
and  a  specific  set of  constitutive  equations  developed  to ensure  the

general applicability.  That  is the rnain  concern  ofthis  paper.

The phenomenological approach  was  eriginated  by Kachanov

(1958) and  it can  be broad[y classified  into weak  coupling  and

strong  coup[ing  between dblnage and  deformation. In case  ef  a

week  coupling  the effect  ef  material  damage on  a  elastic

properties is clisregarded and  a  coup]ing  is established  by
introducing the damage variab[es  into the  censtitutive  equation  of

the continuum  so]ids  when  the effectiye  state vafiables  concept  is
used  (ce Kachanov [12-13]; Rabotnov  [14-151; Leckie [42-43]
Hayhurst  [18-19]; Leckie  and  Hayhurst  [17, 44]; etc.). In case  a

fu11y (streng) coupled  approach,  damage evolution  affects  both
elastic  properties efthe  material  and  inelastic response  [2g-29].

Within the weak  app;oach,  a set of  creep  damage  constitutive

equations  for uni-axial  tension  is deye]oped  first with

consideration  of  the different creep  mechanisms  and  coupling

between  the creep  damage and  creep  strain  and  then be

genera]ised for multi-axial  states of  stress  [16-19, 42-44], The
success  of  this approach  relies crucially  on  the development of  a

set of  appropriate  constitutive  equations  capable  of  depicting the

ebserved  multi-axial  behaviour. This generalisation from a  uni-

axial  one  to a  multi-axial  one  is directed by the  relevant  theory

developed/adopted. A  set of  eonstitutive  equations  developed
should  be validated  properly to ensure  its general app[icability,

industry, say, power  generatien. A class  of  KRH  (Kachanov-
Rabotnov-Hayhurst) type constitutive  equations  for a range  of

temperature was  deve[oped for this material  by Perrin and

Hayhurst  at 1996  [23]. That  knowledge  was  immediately  used  by

this author  to produce  a  specific  set  constitutive  equatiens  at

5900C which,  tegether with  constitutive  equations  for weld

rnaterial,  heat efTect  zone,  ancl T}rpe IM  was  used  to predict
datnage evelution  and  failure in welded  vessels  [22]. However,

fiJrther devetopment was  initially motiyated  by a  realisation  of  the

deficiency existed  in KRH's approach  after a  critica]  review  [1]
which  was  underpinned  by the  recently  reported  discrepancy

between predicted clamage and  experimentally  observed  one  with

a ca]1 for modification  of  censtitutive  equations  made  by other

researchers  [35]. The  conceptual  development  was  partially
inspired by the general plasticity theory  [49]. This paper reports
the latest deve[opment conducted  by this auther  in the
development  of  creep  constitutive  equations  for multi-axia[  state

of  stress  forO.5CrO.5MoO.25V ferretic steel at 5900C  including/ 1)

the two  fundamental requirement;  2) formu[ation; 3) validation;

and  4) conctusien.  This paper systematically  shews  the inadequate
of  pfeyious formulatien and  the suitability  of  new  set constitutive

equations  in general engineering  analysis.  Furthermore, it
contributes  knowledge  to the methodology,

                  2REQUIREMENT[1]

The two  fundamental requirements  for the deyelopment of  a  set  of

creep  damage  constitutive  equations  are  creep  strain  rate

consistency  and  damage  evelution  consistency.  This means  that

the predicted creep  strain  rate and  damage eyolution  by a  set of

constitutive  equations  under  various  states  of  stress should  be
consistent  with  the experimental  observations.  Thus, the

development ofa  set of  creep  damage constitutivg  equatiens  is to
fit the creep  strain surfaces  and  damage  eyolutien  surfhces  in

stress states  
-
 time space,  ifthe loading is propertional, It could  be

thought as rnathernatjcally  a  problem of  two-objective

optimisation  and  mechanically  a  damage evolution  and  creep

deformation,

Integration a  specific  set  of  creep  damage constitutiye  equations

from  virgin  material  to fai]ure wi]]  produce:

O.5CrO.5MeO.25V ferritie stee] is an  important material  in
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where  au is the critical value  ofdamage  and  g  is effective  creep

straln,The

 genera] applicability  ef  a  set of  multi-axial  eonstitutive

equatiens  is ensured  through val{dation.  It is addressed  that both
lifetime and  strain  at failure should  be consiclered  ancl a  wider

range  of  stress states  and  loading conditions  should  be included.

                    3FORMVLMION
3.I Uni-axial Forrn

The  uni-axial  forni creep  darnage  constitutive  equations  for

O.5Cro.5MoO.25V  ferritie steel at 5900C  are  written  as  [22-23]:

          E=  Asinh((iB-aiit 
illtu)

 )) (2)

          H-g(i-i)e  (3)

          di.K3c (1.¢)4 (4)

          di =:  Cg*  (5)
where  A, B, C, h, H-  and  K. are  material  parameters. H  represents

the strain  hardening th at occurs  during primary creep;  initially H is

zero  and  as  strain  is accumulated,  increases to the value  ofH*.  ¢

describes the evolution  of  the spacing  of  the carbidg  precipitates
which  is known  to lead a  progressive loss in the creep  resistance

ofpartlc]ehardened  a]loys  as ferritic steels. 6= 213t,)t,i is the

rate  of  effective  creep  strain  while  o  represents  intergranular

caviation  damage  and  varies  from  zero,  for the materia]  in virgin

state, to tuf =
 1/3. when  all the grain boundaries normal  to the

applied  stress  have eompletely  caviatated  [23], at which  time the

material  is censidered  to have failed.

3.2 KRH  Formulation

The multi-axial  KR/H form is wrinen  as  [22-23]/

          E,,.236Si:  Asmh((?-geo(ii.Htu))) (6)

          H=i  (1- 
HH.
 )e. (7)

          fp.K3c (1.¢)4 (s)

          dr=Ct<uilo,>V (9)
where  o  is heavy step  function and  v  is stress state index

defining the mu[ti-axial  stress  rupture  criterion.  The adepted

function of  states  of  stress  <o] la,>U was  originally  prepesed by

Cane  according  to Perrjn [23]. The  va]ue  of  2,8 for and  v  is
obtained  through calibration  of  isochronous rupture  loci in plane
stress  conditien  and  a coup]e  of  multi-axial  tests [23]. A length
cliscussien on  its determinatjon can  also  be found in [23].

For completeneSs  the material  constants  for this material  at 5900C
are  giyen below/
A=2.1618xlO'"  MPa  h'i B=: O.20524 MPa'i
C=1,8S37 h=2.4326xlOSMPa
H*  =e.5929  K.=  9.2273x1o'5Mpa']  h'i

v=2,8The

 creep  curves  and  damage evolutiens  are  shown  in Fig.1.
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3,3 New  Formulatien
The  new  forrn for constitutive  equatiens  is given as [2-3]:

          E, =  23S.'.' Asmh((IB-aipeiii.H,))) (io)

          H  =  .h, (1' 
HH*
 )Ee (11)

          ,K

          ¢
=
 3C (1-O)" (12)

          ab=CNe,-f> (13)

          ab,-di･L (14)
where  fl and  11 are  functions of  stress  states.  The  function .C  is

introduced to depict the effect  ef  states  of  stress  on  the damage
evolutien,  which  was  empleyed  in previous formulation. The
additional  funct{onl is introduced to better phenemenologically
depict the  ceupling  between  damage  and  tertiary  deforrnation and

creep  rupture.  The  physicat implication is that creep  deformation
and  creep  rupture  are two  different processes and  two  separate
internal varjables  are  needed.

3.4 SpecificFerm  of  
.f)

 and  L
The specific  form for function L  was  a Huddleston's formulation

for strength  theory  given as  [3 3]/

          L .(:gi  )
"

 ,xp(b[3,Ufi  -i]l (,,)

where  S,, =  o;+o;  +o32  and  Si =gt  -g,, ･

The Spind[er's relation  ef  strain  at failure is adopted  for functien

n:

          A =(expIp[i-gi  ]+q[±- la.:' ]])
'i

 (i6)

which  equa]s  te 1 uni-axial  eondition  and  coincides  with  Rice  &
Tracey's equation  ifp =

 O and  q 
=

 1. Detai[s for this equation  can

be found in [34, 41, 47-48],

Substitutingequatiens(15-16)intoequations(13-L4)gives/

          Eu  `  23S.t,' ASMh((IB-O
¢

ex(11i

 
.H,)
 )) (17)

          H=i(i-  HH. )e. as)

          di.K3c (1-o)4 (ig)

          to =  CE,[axp(p[i-  gi ]+ q[;-  ;a.'l' ]l)
']

 (2o)

          tu,-oo*(ZgD
"e.Ib[3,u,tn-,]1

 ,,,,

The  constants  a  and  b should  be determined  by the  experimental]y

determined isochronous rupture  loci,

3.5Discussion

The KRH  approaeh  for genera)isation was  originated  at  the

development of  multi-axial  constitutive  equations  for copper  and

aluminium  at 1972 [18] in which  the creep  damage rate  equation
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js constructed  through creep

from isochroneus rupture  [oci

The main

summarisedl)2)3)4)

5)

6)

7)

damage equivalent  stress identjfied
in ptane stress  cenditions.

  concepts  andtor  steps  uSed  in KRH  approach  are

   by  this author  as:

the  efl'ective  creep  strain  is contrelled  by Vbn  Mises

stress;the

 descriptien of  tertiary creep  deformation is achieved

by coupling  with  ereep  damage;

creep  dam  age  is assumed  as  quasi-isotropic;
the effective  stress  is defined based en  strain  equiva]ent

hypothesis and  it was  not  consistently  used  for which  no

theoreticaijustification was  given [6];
the material  is deemed failed when  the clamage variable
reaches  to its crltica]  value.  This critical  value  was

originally  assumed  to be 1, and  then  modified  to be a

constant  less than 1. It typica] yalue  ranges  from O.5 to
O,9 according  to Lemaitre [6];
the creep  rupture  strength  theory or  creep  damage
equiva]ent  stress  is introduced to describe the damage
evolution  to achieve  lifetime consistency;  and

the material  constant  v  is caiibrated  against  Iifetime
within  bi-axiat states  ofstress,

The fundamental deficiency in this KRH  approach  is that  the  creep

strain consistcncy  requircment  is not  satisfied.  The  new

formulation introducecl two functions to depict the  efik  ct of  states

ef  stress  on  the damage evolutien  ancl  creep  strain, respeetively,

The  possib]e physical implication for this is that the creep

deformation  process and  creep  rupture  process differ and  two

internal variable  may  be needed.

                   4 VALIDATION [4]
Va]idation should  be adequate  including the  proportional loading

conclition  and  the  none-proportionai  loading conditions.  The
former  is a  must  ancl  the  [atter shouid  be  desirable and  it ceuld  be
compromised  due to high cost  and  experimental  difflculty.
Hewever,  even  for the  proportiona] [eadjng condition,  the

vaiidation  in prev[ous practice was  net  done  adequately  in either
the  items to be assessed  or the  range  of  states  of  stress [4]. Here,
typica] resutts  are  presented within  proponiona]  ]oading under

plane stress and  plane strain  conditions,  Detailed information on

va]idation  can  be found in t4].

The isochronous rupture  loci
previous formulation are

respectively.  The  stress  states

an interval of1.

and  ratios  of  strain  at  failure for

presented ln Fig.2 and  Fig.3,

sensitivity  ranges  frem 1 to 4 with

Typica] isochronous ruptuTe  loci and  ratios of  strain at failure for
new  formulation are  presented in Fig.4 to  Fig,6, The  pararnetric
characteristics  ofraties  of  strain at failure are shown  in Fig,4 forp
=2.5.

 The pararneter q ranges  from O to 1 with  an  interval efO.25

and  both the plane stress  and  plane strain conditions  are

considered.

Typical isochronous rupture  loci are  presented
The former illustrates its characteristics  when

are zero;  the  latter presents the  complex

deformation. crccp  damage  and  lifetime which

experimentalobservations.

The fotl1

in Fig,5 and  Fig.6.

 constants  a  and  b

coupling  ef  creep

are  consistent  with

owing  overall  conclusions  can  be drawn:
 The  KRH  formu]ation is not  appropriately  constructed

 suffering  in/ a) the predicted lifetime near  bi-axial tension

 regien  is longer than that of  experimental  observation

.[27, 41, 45-46]; b) the impossibility to obtain  a  va]ue  for
 v  for beth plane stress and  plane strain  conditions  as an

 unrea]istic  increase ef  creep  strength  is predicted under

 piane strain  conditions;  c) the predicted ratio of  strain att573-

2,

3,

failure is con.iugated  with  isochronous rupture  toci which

is not  consistent  with  experimenta[  ebse[vation  [40];
The  new  formu]ation is better constructed.  It introcluced
two  separate  fUnctions to depict the complex  influenee of

stress states on  creep  strain  and  damage evo]utien,  The

two  specific  forms of  equations  were  introduced to depict
the  stress  states  on  eFeep  cleformation and  damage
evolutien  separately.  This results  in difTerent damage
evelution  equation  and  a  diff'erent coupEing  between
damageanddeformation.

The  validation  conducted  under  proportional [oading

(plane stress  condition  and  p]ane strain cendition)  shows

that this new  set of  constitutive  equations  is capab[e  to

present the characteristics  of  creep  deformation and

rupture  behaviour consistent  with  experimenta]

observations.

                    5CoNcLusloNs

The  development of  a new  set ef  mu]ti-axiat  creep  damage

constitutive  equatiens  for O.5CrO.5MoO,25V ferretic steel at 5900C

is presented covering  the critical review  of  fundamental

requirement,  formulation, specific  equations,  and  validation  uncler

proportional loading conditions.  It also  eontains  comparison  with

previous formu]ation whenever  applicable.  tt shows  that this new

set ofconstitutive  equations  is better constructed  and  is capab]e  to

depict creep  rupture  and  strain at failure consistent  with

experimenta[  observations,  lr is plannecl to fUrther investigate the

creep  strain prior to failure and  to validate  under  none-

proportional loading conditions,  which  wil]  be reported  in due
course,
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a. creep  curves  under  uni-axia]  tension for stress  of  60 MPa  and

40  MPa

b. damage  evolution  under  uni-axial  tension

Figure 1 Creep  and  damage  eyolution  under  uni-axial
   .tenslon

a.Isochronous  rupture  loci under  plane stress
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b. Isochronous rupture  loci under  plane strain
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Figure 2 Isochronous rupture  ioci for previous
formulation. The stress  state  sensitivity  ranges  from  1 to 4

with  interval of  1 . The normalising  stress  a,  is 60  MPa.
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a. Ratios ofstrain  at  failure under  plane stress
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a. Ratios of strain at failure under  plane stress
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b. Ratios ofstrain  at  failure under  plane strain b. Ratios of  strain  at failure under  palne strain

Figure 3 Ratios ofstrain  at  failure for previous
formulation. The stress  state  sensitivity  ranges  from O to 4

with  interval of  1. The  normalising  stress  a,  is 60 MPa.

Figure 4 Ratios ofstrain  at failure for new  formulation.

The parameter q ranges  from O to 1 with  interval ofO,25

andp  =- 2,5, The  normalising  stress  o,  is 60 MPa,
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Figure 5 Jsochronous rupture  loci for new  forrnulation.
The  parameter q is O, O.5 and  1 while  and  p E  2.5, aE  O

and  b !  O. The norrnalising  stress  u,  is 60 MPa.

Figure 6 Isochronous rupture  loci for new  formulation,

The parameter b is 1, 2 and  3 while  a  =- 2and p =- 2,5, q i

1.The normalising  stress  o,  is 60 MPa.
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